Present: Kelly Ansley, Eli Arnold, Jean Cook, Ashley Day, Rebecca Engsberg (Vice-Chair), Oscar Gittemeier (chair), Jennifer L. Green, Sarah Kirkley, Ann Mallard, Karen Manning, and Pat Ziebart (Secretary)

Oscar announced the finalized name change: Reference and Instructional Services Interest Group.
He introduced newly elected vice-chair Rebecca Engsberg from Mercer University, Atlanta.

Discussion of possible sessions to recommend to COMO planning team:

1. Pedagogy and instruction ideas for librarians with no background in education. Eli, Sarah, and Kelly are interested in working on this topic, possibly for a panel.
2. Gaming/Interactive teaching tools – Rebecca mentioned using Kahoot (a gaming app) in teaching. She, Jean, and Pat are interested in working on this topic.
3. Teaching tips for introverts or reluctant presenters – proposed by Sarah, perhaps could be included in Eli’s session or possibly a stand-alone.